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Presentation Notes
How and why commonplace was developed Co-created with 5 design students at London College of Communication working on a live project as part of their final year Graphic design course. Aim to create an online community which could bring together 6 colleges that make up the university. Because with over 17,000 students across 13 sites it can be difficult to cultivate a joined up, collegiate experience  Wanted to create something real that spoke to students, not from a marketing perspective but from those experiencing it- the students themselves  How it’s being used by students (and staff) Over 170,00 visits so far; for tips and advice for living in London, knowing that other people have been there and survived! To find useful uni info that can sometimes be dense or hidden on our main website To find flatmates, collaborators, sell things (swap shop) Staff -  In induction literature, prospectuses, open days..... For live, in course projects In collaborations between central services (accommodation, health, academic support...) students and staff. Creating projects to present student friendly information   Top Tips for building your own sustainable site Involve students from the start. Only they can make it sustainable and truly usable Be flexible (with time, deadlines, outcomes) Be creative And work with people who support and advocate what you’re doing  
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Contact: s.clay@arts.ac.uk  

http://commonplace.arts.ac.uk 
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Commonplace has over 256 articles, more than 95% written/submitted by studentsOver 1000 swap shop notices Blog format, newest content sits at top Carolina from Freshers 2012 says international students are scared so go and talk to them + make friends Marie and Zoe blogged their first 6 months after graduation, the real story, highs and lows Christian, safe cycling. We regularly do events to talk to students + capture content  Study tips, deciphering some of the processes and teaching that happens at art school Over 52 talking heads with (often funny) tips and advice Recipes and other fun stuff to help students settle in
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